Covalent carcinogenic lesions in DNA: NMR studies of O6-methylguanosine containing oligonucleotide duplexes.
We report on proton and phosphorus high resolution NMR investigations of the self-complementary dodecanucleotide d(C1-G2-N3-G4-A5-A6-T7-T8-C9-O6meG10-C11-G12) duplexes (henceforth called O6 meG.N 12-mers), N = C, T, A and G, which contain N3.O6meG10 interactions in the interior of the helix. These sequences containing a single modified O6meG per strand were prepared by phosphoamidite synthesis and provide an excellent model for probing the structural basis for covalent carcinogenic lesions in DNA. Distance dependent nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) measurements and line widths of imino protons demonstrate that the N3 and O6meG.10 bases stack into the duplex and are flanked by stable Watson-Crick base pairs at low temperature for all four O6meG.N 12-mer duplexes. The imino proton of T3 in the O6meG.T 12-mer and G3 in the O6meG.N 12-mer helix, which are associated with the modification site, resonate at unusually high field (8.5 to 9.0 ppm) compared to imino protons in Watson-Crick base pairs (12.5 to 14.5 ppm). The nonexchangeable base and sugar protons have been assigned from two dimensional correlated (COSY) and nuclear Overhauser effect (NOESY) measurements on the O6meG.N 12-mer helices. The directionality of the distance dependent NOEs establish all O6meG.N duplexes to be right-handed helices in solution. The glycosidic torsion angles are in the anti range at the N3.O6meG10 modification site except for O6meG10 in the O6meG.G 12-mer duplex which adopts a syn configuration. This results in altered NOEs between the G3 (anti).O6meG10 (syn) pair and flanking G2.C11 and G4.C9 base pairs in the O6meG.G 12-mer duplex. We observe pattern reversal for cross peaks in the COSY spectrum linking the sugar H1' protons with the H2',2" protons at the G2 and O6meG10 residues in the O6meG.N 12-mer duplexes with the effect least pronounced for the O6meG.T 12-mer helix. The proton chemical shift and NOE data have been analyzed to identify regions of conformational perturbations associated with N3.O6meG10 modification sites in the O6meG.N 12-mer duplexes. The proton decoupled phosphorus spectrum of O6meG.T 12-mer duplex exhibits an unperturbed phosphodiester backbone in contrast to the phosphorus spectra of the O6meG.C 12-mer, O6meG.G 12-mer and O6meG.A 12-mer duplexes which exhibit phosphorus resonances dispersed over 2 ppm characteristic of altered phosphodiester backbones at the modification site. Tentative proposals are put forward for N3.O6meG10 pairing models based on the available NMR data and serve as a guide for the design of future experiments.